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Q1 REVENUE & REGENERATION DIRECTORATE REPORT    

  

Purpose  

 

This paper provides a summary of progress against all business areas and a summary of 

performance against delivery of the corporate and annual business plans. 

 

Separate papers include: 

 

 Phase One, Treehouse Project, Inverness – for decision 

 Barrs Community Hub project / Lock 16, Forth & Clyde Canal – for decision 

 Sighthill Wharf – Demolition and Link Project, Glasgow – for decision 

 

Priority  

  

Routine.  

 

Key Issues / Highlights 
  

LOOK BACK (Q1) 

Performance 

& KPIs 

 

        Total destinations profit (£)   

         Community engagement & consultation - regeneration  
   (no of people)

  

         Management fees earned (£)   

 

Business KPI's 9 1 6 

 

 

 

As detailed in the narrative below, the lockdown period has had a severe 

impact across each of the Revenue & Regeneration teams.  In short, the 

primary KPIs for the period ahead track the drivers of recovery – income 

generation and critical relationships. With a complete shutdown of trading, 

all targets for the year had to be re-based. Early trading has been positive 

and trends suggest our recovery targets could be increased but we will do 

this carefully and towards RF2. 

 

As part of our work to review and revalidate all regeneration projects, we 

are focusing more closely on those which incorporate management fees. 

The budgetary transfer from capital to resource (to offset team costs) was 

not done consistently in previous year but is now a priority. Management 

Target scoring:  

Green  On target or above  

Amber Within 5% 

Red Out with 5% 
 



 
fees for the year ahead are projected to be upwards of £250,000 but this 

could be increased further depending on how we prioritise regeneration 

projects and which funders we seek investment from. 

 

Destination 

Development 
Helena Huws 

In line with government advice, all destination operations were fully 

suspended by the 23rd March 2020, which clearly had a significant 

negative impact on income across all destinations. The impact of COVID-

19 will continue to have significant negative impact on the pre-COVID 

budget targets on our overall income levels and the destinations teams are 

scrutinising all levels of spend to ensure that costs are managed as closely 

as possible to mitigate the overall deficit position. 

 

The earliest implementation of the furlough scheme was effected in 

conjunction with HR (w/c 4th May), with back dated claims where 

appropriate. Releasing teams from furlough as our destinations re-open is 

being carefully managed to balance the safety needs of the operation with 

overall cost awareness. We are ensuring that the profit levels of each 

element of operation is being tracked to ensure that they cover the 

operational cost. Restart operations are fully aligned with direction from 

Scottish Government.  

 

Safety of our staff and customers is our utmost priority and we have 

implemented measures and undertaken full risk assessment procedures, 

which will be continually reviewed to ensure that this is maintained going 

forward. Appropriate PPE, cough guards and signage are being utilised. 

We have secured the Good to Go certification, which is the industry 

standard for COVID-19 safety procedures pulling together EHO, VS and 

other industry advice and guidance. This is a visible assurance to our 

customers that we have the correct measures in place. In line with 

government directive, we are planning the implementation of track and 

trace measures. 

 

Within Q1, outdoor catering resumed at The Falkirk Wheel and Horsebox, 

The Kelpies on the 27th June. The first weekend trading enabled the team 

to test the new COVID operating procedures. Trading since that weekend 

has continued in a positive trajectory and is being warmly received by our 

customers. Sales have been above target with a positive trajectory. We 

will continue to set budgets on the most cautious case until we are 

confident about the resilience of trading. 

 

At Bowling, construction recommenced for the Highline linear park on 22nd 

June, following COVID-19 closures and is due to be ongoing until June 

2021.  

 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer announced a temporary VAT reduction 

for relevant sectors linked to hospitality to support the sector. We have 

sought advice from sponsor team and taken the view of our sister bodies 

around whether to pass on the reduction. A paper will be taken to EMT 

imminently. 

 



 
Regeneration 

& 

Development 
Chris Breslin 
 

Key activities  

Since Lockdown the team have been focused on managing site close-

downs at major projects (Claypits and Lock 16).  We have also been 

managing projects and design teams (where not furloughed) during the 

lockdown period including costs associated with COVID.  In order to 

reduce SC’s exposure to COVID impact and costs we have sought to 

secure additional 3rd party funding to help with these unforeseen financial 

burdens. 

 

As we began to climb out of lockdown and get ready for site re-starts the 

team reviewed all necessary Health and Safety documentation to get 

projects back on site again towards the end of June.  The team was also 

very heavily involved with the consolidation of end of year costs across the 

Regeneration & Development project portfolio and assimilating project 

figures with Finance.  We have also been working closely with other 

internal teams notably Destinations Development to appraise how best we 

can help our destinations and canalside communities bounce back from 

the challenges presented by the COVID pandemic. 

 

Progress / achievements  

We have continued through this first quarter to keep our 3rd party funders 

and partners appraised of progress and challenges our projects have been 

facing.  We have made substantial progress in seeking additional funds 

from SUSTRANS and Vacant and Derelict Land Funding and most 

recently we have held positive discussions with Scottish Govt 

Regeneration Team to secure additional funds for Lock 16 and the 

Treehouse project.  We have also worked very closely with the Finance 

Team to help bed in the projects to our new financial requirements and 

have re-calibrated projects where possible to take account of Cash flow 

challenges which we now face.  The team has also managed to draw down 

Professional fees for Claypits, Treehouse and Sighthill Wharf projects and 

we have managed to claim back £325k RCGF grant from Glasgow City 

Council for Old Basin House which was completed just before Lockdown.  

 

 

Challenges/how these were overcome 

Due to the complicated nature of the Regen & Devt Projects (multi partners 

and multi–year funding) it has been very challenging to align these projects 

with our new financial requirements.  In addition there have been 

challenges around these projects having received grant in advance last 

financial year which was then spent on other items before the end of the 

financial year.   Cancellation of all existing purchase orders was another 

key challenge on existing live projects which was difficult but necessary to 

allow SC’s finances to be re-set for FY 2020/21. Notwithstanding this the 

team have brought forward the major projects to have them revalidated 

and to enable new Purchase Orders to be processed to contractors.  

Despite COVID challenges we are also delighted that our key projects are 

back on site and that contractors and sub-contractors are adhering to new 

H&S instructions.  

 



 
Lockdown has been a challenge for the team generally with all team 

members working from home and feeling isolated and frustrated that 

projects have stalled due to COVID and the above issues.  Again we have 

managed through by keeping in touch with each other and our funders and 

partners many of whom are looking to SC to help revitalise their local 

economies.  It has been warming to note that many of our funders and 

partners value our continued enthusiasm and innovation to make things 

happen in their canal-side communities despite the challenges we all faced 

in the first half of 2020. 

 

Dundashill Update 

In June 2019 the Board approved the Development Strategy for 

Dundashill. This included SC entering into an agreement with Bigg 

Regeneration (“Bigg”) for the sale of Plots 2, 4a & 4b, in part exchange for 

a 50% share in 100 Borron Street; to progress and conclude the sale of 

Plot 3 to West of Scotland HA (“WoSHA”); and to progress the proposed 

sale of Plot 1A to the open market. 

 

Whilst SC is still considering how to progress the Bigg land swap (the 

principle of the original agreement required development funding from SC 

which is unlikely to be available) and sale of Plot 1A, it was agreed by the 

Board to conclude the sale of Plot 3 to West of Scotland Housing Assoc to 

realise a £1.164m capital receipt this year which is included in the 2020/21 

Business Plan. 

 

In order to progress the sale of Plot 3 to West of Scotland HA and honour 

SC’s site management costs now that the enabling works package has 

been completed, it is necessary to spend further investment this year.  The 

following costs will be presented to the Project Assurance Committee for 

final sign-off in order to progress with site wide maintenance obligations, 

satisfy planning conditions and undertake legal work to realise the capital 

receipt from West of Scotland HA. 

 

The financial ask is considerably less than anticipated this year and the 

retention amount has already been budgeted for. In addition we are able 

to claim back circa 64% of any spend through City Deal grant which 

reduces the net cost to SC further. 

 

As a result the total net cost to SC this year 2020/21 associated with 

Dundashill and West of Scotland HA sale would be £82,962 split £58,889 

revenue and £24,382 capital.  The revenue spend has been included in 

RF1 and the capital spend programme also has available funding. As the 

receipt from the sale of Plot 3 will accrue this year, pre-sale commercial 

spending can be accounted for from the proceeds of that receipt. 

 

However, the organisation faces a critical issue funding projects whose 

purposes is substantively commercial in nature as these cannot ordinarily 

be funded by Grant In Aid. This follows from the change in accounts 

direction and the need to comply fully with the Scottish Public Finance 

Manual rather than Company Accounts and international accounting 



 
standards. These changes to SC raise fundamental questions around how 

we will fund subsequent phases of development.   

 

In order to answer this question, we have commissioned a Commercial 

Review of Strategy and Operations which is looking at ways to finance 

commercial projects in line with our statutory requirement while remaining 

compliant with the SPFM. In this context, we will bring further advice to the 

Board about the Dundashill Development Strategy. 

 

At the time of writing, we plan to explore the range of options linked to what 

is possible structurally and financially within the bounds of the SPFM. This 

includes programmed sale of land parcels to raise revenue (maximum 

safety), partnership development (balance risk/reward) and direct 

development (maximum risk/reward). 

 

Marketing 
Josie Saunders 

Activity for the quarter focused on the BCP response to Covid-19 including 

a clear strategy, working in tandem with the communications team, for 

visual markers, both on site and across digital explaining how Scottish 

Canals was closing down its operations. This included the creation of a 

Covid-19 hub on Scottish Canals’ website, downloadable materials plus 

online advice and guidance as well as online campaigns to retain followers, 

including the #CanalChallenge – one of the first of its kind in Scotland 

leading to 500 new followers.  

 

Scottish Canals’ strategy evolved in lock-step with Scottish Government 

guidance and resulted in the creation of the ‘Be Safe. Be Smart. Be Kind’ 

branded campaign to encourage safe, responsible and compassionate 

usage of Scotland’s canals, towpaths, reservoirs and destination locations. 

The campaign incorporated materials for external and internal use, 

including towpath chalk stencils, posters and digital adverts on external 

social media channels and on the staff Yammer platform. Digital 

campaigns ran across social channels, promoting key messages, advice 

and maintaining customers engagement, often in partnership with public 

and private sector organisations, such as VisitScotland, Keep Scotland 

Beautiful and Sustrans. 

 

  

 

LOOK FORWARD (Q2) 

Destination 

Development 

 

Destinations 

Our plans to open more services align with Scottish Government advice, 

with a limited internal offer reopening from the 15th July and some limited 

outdoor activities from the 17th July. The holiday hire boat operation will 

recommence from 17th July and we are anticipating a return of the tour 

boats from 24th July. The mini-golf project completion is now anticipated 

for completion in August with delays due to the contractors mobilisation 

post COVID. 

 

In line with Scottish Government advice, the Caledonian Canal Centre will 

open grab-n-go offer from the weekend of the 18th July serving a take-

away offer, with a five day operation commencing from the 25th July. Lock 



 
Chambers accommodation will be operational from the 15th July, seven 

day operation. Footfall and customer demand will be closely monitored to 

influence further roll-out of our offer, which is currently anticipated from 

the 8th August. As at 16/7/20, occupancy rates at the Lock Chambers: 

 

Lock Chambers 

Month Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 

Occupancy   39%* 

[closed 

until 14/7] 

65% 51% 21% 

 

The latest VAT announcements from the chancellor are currently being 

reviewed for implementation from the 15th July, in line with the 

Government advice. This should help to bolster customer activity and 

support the staycation market. We are closely aligned with our industry 

partners including Visit Scotland and continue to collaborate on our 

marketing initiatives which focus on the stay-cation this year. Across all 

our destinations we continue to have regular contact with our local 

communities and stakeholder partner groups. In Falkirk we are part of the 

Tourism Business Alliance through Visit Falkirk and in Fort Augustus have 

actively supported the local community and business in a regular weekly 

reopening planning session. 

 

Custom House construction activity will recommence in August, subject 

to further discussion with the contractor. The activity offer at Bowling B-

Hive will not commence this summer and planning is underway to realign 

our activity offer going forward. 

 

Ardrishaig Harbour business of the Steamer Terminal will not be in 

operation over the summer. Steamer Terminal staff members have been 

transferred to the operations team to enable canal operation over the 

summer period. Plans for the future trading options for the Egg Shed and 

Steamer Terminal will be developed over this period to create a 

sustainable business model going forward. 

 

Commercial Review 

Following transition to NDPB status and the requirement to adjust our 

financial modelling to comply with the SG Framework and SPFM, we need 

to undertake a strategic review of our revenue and regeneration 

operations. This is to help position ‘commercial’ activities for sustainable 

growth in order to further support the wider organisation’s core statutory 

and public value objectives.  

 

The change in Scottish Canals’ accounts direction from 1 April 2020 

removed a number of commercial tools and freedoms that have 

underpinned revenue generation activity since inception. These included 

operating to private sector accounting standards, the provision of a bank 

account with discretion to hold reserves for long term investment and a 

discrete balance sheet that created assurance for Scottish Government 

around risk-based investments and joint ventures. These aided, in some 



 
parts, the development of commercial disciplines that are now misaligned 

with core public sector budgeting practices.  

 

With the recent change in accounts direction for Scottish Canals, we 

propose a review of the revenue generating and regeneration activities in 

order to determine their future direction. This review is intended to explore 

how the substantial activities that generate revenue could be supported to 

develop, grow and thrive by either taking advantage of the new accounts 

direction, or by finding alternative structural and operating models. 

 

A key question being investigated is the potential for Scottish Canals to 

access borrowing within the terms of its legal underpinning and the rules 

of Scottish Government. Borrowing is one of a small number of permitted 

financing tools for commercial activity that avoids complex VAT and State 

Aid implications. GIA cannot be used to fund commercial activity. Early 

analysis suggests borrowing might be possible (and usually on condition 

of swapping some CDEL budget for Scottish Government supplied 

commercial loan facility). Legal work is under way to verify what is possible 

before detailed discussions commence with Transport Scotland on the 

mechanism of any potential facility. This work follows advice from HIAL 

about a similar scheme operating there.  

 

We have instigated a holistic review which will underpin our baseline 

definitions of our revenue and regeneration activities, provide clear 

classification of income streams and roadmap the strategic direction for 

these going forward. We have identified the key stages of the review and 

will undertake the first stages internally, before seeking external expertise 

and support as may be required. As part of the review we have reached 

out to industry partners and organisations who can offer support and are 

feeding this advice into our process. The ambition is to be able to present 

an initial report to the October Board for input and direction. 

 

  

Regeneration 

& 

Development 

 

The team’s main priorities will be to successfully deliver and complete our 

main works which are back on site.  We look forward to the completion of 

Garscube Bridge and the re-opening of the canal and towpath between 

Firhill and Applecross Basins anticipated in September.  We aim to 

continue with all of the main works packages around the Claypits including 

the SUDS project which will enable the development of around 600 new 

homes in Hamiltonhill.  We also look forward to completing Phase 1 at 

Lock 16 and to refreshing the vision for Phase 2 with our local partners 

and the local Tamfourhill and Camelon communities to help them with 

their resilience and economic recovery.  We are also looking forward to 

identifying and seeking approval for a next phase of improvements at 

Ardrishaig and Bowling working with local partners and SUSTRANS and 

to get the Sighthill Link project started in Port Dundas. 

 

Marketing In line with Scottish Canals’ restart plan, the ‘welcome back’ strategy 

focuses on attracting customers to destinations and income-generating 

activity via online advertising campaigns, targeting UK families, 

staycationers, adventurers and the school holiday market. However, the 



 
team has faced added pressure as Covid restrictions change more rapidly, 

particularly during furlough. 

 

Corporate Implications  

 

• Strategic Priorities: Directorate reporting assists to actively manage and achieve the 

Corporate Plan 2020/23 strategic priorities and Business Plan objectives to excel in 

governance.  

  

• Risk/Risk Appetite: The key commercial risks are around how we account and budget 

for commercial activities, how we fund them (without using GIA) and how we accelerate 

back to a net profit position post-COVID while maintaining careful watch on market 

conditions and constrained budgets. In addition, regeneration projects face critical 

risks around how we satisfy ourselves about major (particularly legacy) projects 

following the major changes in market, accounts and funding environments. The 

resource budget is flattered by project management fees from regeneration works and 

caution in one area can create a financial consequence in another. Our risk appetite 

scores reflect the nature of the risks in play. 

  

• Legal: Nothing additional to note  

  

• Financial: Nothing additional to note  

  

• Human Resources: Nothing additional to note  

 
• Fair Work First: Our closure and re-start activities have removed all seasonal staff from 

our budgets, reducing net employment during the year. We have similarly budgeted 

for very minor use of casuals in part as a consequence of careful planning around 

returning permanent staff from furlough and use of holiday entitlements. Our priority 

remains to make best use of permanent staff in the first instance while the trading 

environment recovers. 

 
• Communication: Marketing budgets have been reduced significantly to reflect the 

temporary closure of trading activities. At our RF1 exercise we confirmed minimal 

marketing budgets would be made available for surgical promotion of outdoor 

catering and activities in key areas to generate footfall – in line with the restart plan. 

This has generally been very well spent and trading is above target. 

 

• Community & Third Sector: Nothing additional to note 

 

• Commercial: Nothing additional to note 

 

• Asset: Nothing additional to note 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations  

  

The Board is invited to: 

 note and/or comment on the contents of this paper  

 note particularly the Q2 Destination Development comments around the 

commencement of a Commercial Review of Strategy and Operations to determine 



 
how to compliantly fund commercial operations – and to note specific advice to follow 

in October; 

 offer comment on the usefulness of this format. 

 

 

Author:  David Blair  

Title:   Director of Policy & Governance  
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